
The financing categories in crowdfunding to support:
project Personal Map “The mullet of Cabras”

 

Organizers Ass. Artegiovane
 

First category                  € 15 / £ 11 / $ 17 
               
In exchange the financier will receive by mail
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the the artists’ works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015.

Second category                                                                                        

In exchange the financier will receive by mail
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the the artists’ works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015;
- 1 numbered and authenticated audio CD of  the performance which will be held on May 30th, 2015;

Third Category

In exchange the financier will receive by mail
- 1 copy of  an author’s work which has been numbered and authenticated; an entrance ticket to the 
show “The Mullet of  Cabras” which will be held at Easter 3025;
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the the artists’ works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015.
 

Fourth Category                 € 100 / £73 / $112

In exchange the financier will receive
- 1 site in an agri-campsite (each site can hold tents with several people or a camper or a trailer) with 
electricity, for the nights between Friday and Saturday (May 30th) and Saturday and Sunday (May 
31st);
- 1 dinner based on fish dishes which will be held at the restaurant of  the Mar’e Pontis fish farm after 
the performance on May 30th;
- 1 copy of  an author’s work which has been numbered and authenticated; an entrance ticket to the 
show “The Mullet of  Cabras” which will be held at Easter 3025;
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the the artists’ works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015.
 
N.B. For those arriving by plane, we advise you to rent a car at the airport (about €40 a day). The as-
sociation may have some places in a car or in a mini-bus but cannot guarantee transport for everyone. 

 € 40 / £ 30 / $ 45 

 € 70 / £ 51 / $ 79 



It is possible with previous notice to send tents to the association before arriving; however the asso-
ciation will have no responsibility towards failed delivery by the Italian postal system.
 

Fifth Category              € 190 / £ 146 / $ 213

In exchange the financier will receive by mail
- 1 numbered and authenticated print (silk screen printing or engraving) of  one of  the preparatory 
drawings of  the opera (with the possibility of  personally choosing which one);
- 1 numbered and authenticated audio CD of  the performance which will be held on May 30th, 2015;
- 1 copy of  an author’s work which has been numbered and authenticated; an entrance ticket to the 
show “The Mullet of  Cabras” which will be held at Easter 3025;
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the artist’s works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015.
 

Sixth Category              € 200 / £ 182 / $ 225

In exchange the financier will receive
- 1 night’s stay for one person in the agritourism “Il Sinis”
- 1 meal for one person at the agritourism “Il Sinis”: either lunch on Saturday May 30th or on Sunday 
May 31st;
- 1 dinner based on fish dishes which will be held at the restaurant of  the Mar’e Pontis fish farm after 
the performance on May 30th;
- 1 copy of  an author’s work which has been numbered and authenticated; an entrance ticket to the 
show “The Mullet of  Cabras” which will be held at Easter 3025;
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the the artists’ works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015.
 
 
Seventh Category                               € 2000 / £ 1457 / $ 2235

In exchange the financier will be able to participate in the 8 day residency with everything included 
(meals in local restaurants, accommodation in an agritourism residency, transportation while on the 
island, entrance tickets to museums and archaeological sites) as shown in the attached program.
Plus
- 1 numbered and authenticated print (silk screen printing or engraving) of  one of  the preparatory 
drawings of  the opera (with the possibility of  personally choosing which one);
- 1 numbered and authenticated audio CD of  the performance which will be held on May 30th, 2015;
- 1 copy of  an author’s work which has been numbered and authenticated; an entrance ticket to the 
show “The Mullet of  Cabras” which will be held at Easter 3025;
- 1 interactive publication about the project, including the catalogue of  the the artists’ works and their 
owners and/or the countries to which they have been sent; photographic and text material about the 
project and the show; a trailer video of  the show which will be held on 30/05/2015.
 

Crowdfunding site: http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/persona-map-1the-mullet-of-cabras/

For further information
www.ruinascontemporaneas.it
Fb ruinascontemporaneas

Mauro Cossu tel. +39 348 0068206 e-mail: mauro@ruinascontemporaneas.it Skype: conchieri.f
Only for Finland: Ignazio Valente tel. +358 44 3440410 e-mail: valente.ignazio@gmail.com

Payment Method: Pay Pal,  info@ruinascontemporaneas.it

http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/persona-map-1the-mullet-of-cabras/
http://www.ruinascontemporaneas.it
https://www.facebook.com/ruinas.contemporaneas

